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The Ultimate Dating Profile
Photo Guide

Why Great Dating Profile Photos Are Important
On virtually every dating platform, your success will depend heavily on the
quality of photos that appear on your dating profiles. Your first impression
will be decided by your profile photos, and taking and selecting the right
photos will make the different between hundreds of potential matches
swiping right and liking your profile, or completely ignoring your profile and
moving on to other men in the dating pool.

Online Dating Is Competitive, This Guide Will Be
Your Advantage
While online dating apps and websites are now one of the best ways to
meet local singles, they are also highly competitive. To put this into
perspective, most major dating apps are saturated with men, making up at
least 2/3 of overall users. This means that most men are competing for the
highest quality women within the bucket of 1/3 of total users on each app.
This is why you must have an attractive profile that catches the interest and
attention of high-quality women, as they will have thousands of men to
choose from and you’ll need to stick out from the crowd.
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Data-Driven Best Practices

This guide has been created to provide you step by step instructions to
make an amazing first impression with your photos by equipping you with
proven best practices that you can apply to your dating profiles to start
dramatically improving your success on all of your favorite dating platforms.
This guide is based on the analysis of real-life data, gathered from our own
experiments, our client’s success stories, and data provided directly from
dating platforms themselves. We also provide in this guide great guidance
on how to gather your own data to better determine which photos should be
applied to your dating profiles.

The Journey Doesn’t End Here

We look at online dating as an iterative process that allows for constant
improvement towards your relationship goals. While this guide is filled with
amazing instructions that will help you dramatically improve your online
dating experience, our dating experts are here to help you every step of the
way. If you have questions or would like help from a team of experts,
schedule your free, no stress, consultation with our team today!
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Taking Great
Photos:
The Basics
The Basics: Camera Equipment and
Amateur Photography Crash Course

Taking Quality Photos with Your Phone
These days, most smart phones are equipped with high quality cameras
that accomplish everything you need to take professional-looking photos for
your dating profiles. However, if you have a top-notch Canon or Nikon
camera, then we recommend that you utilize your more professional
equipment to take your photos, but in most cases a modern phone will get
the job done.
When it comes to setting up your phone to take better quality photos, consider
the following guidance to ensure your phone is equipped to take great shots.
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Have Somebody Take Your Photos or Use a Tri-Pod
for Better Pictures
When taking photos that will be used on your dating profiles, you’re going to
want somebody there to help take your pictures. This can easily be a
trusted friend, or a professional photographer. For reasons we will explain
later in this guide, you will want to avoid taking selfies (yes, even with selfiesticks) and instead have somebody take your photos to ensure higher
quality shots are taken.
If you don’t have somebody that can snap your photos for you, then we
recommend investing in a mobile tri-pod that is large enough to setup outside,
as most of your photos should be taken outside for proper lighting. You can
easily find affordable tri-pods on Amazon, and you will want to choose one that
fits your particular phone or camera.
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Rule of Thirds and Use Gridlines
Most modern smart phones have the ability to turn on gridlines within the
camera settings. Turning on gridlines allows you to start taking photos using
what is known as the “Rule of Thirds”. This is a composition principle in
photography that states an image should be broken down into thirds
horizontally and vertically.
To ensure proper balance in your photos, the subject (you) should be placed in
the intersection of these lines. This, combined with negative space in your
photos, makes for a higher quality shot; simply ensure that your face and body
are focused within intersection points on the right or left side of the photo. This
gives you the opportunity to display additional context of the photo in the
remaining two thirds of the space, such as displaying the mountains where you
were hiking, or the island you were visiting on your last vacation.

Set Your Camera’s Focus
If the subject is clearly visible within the screen, most phone cameras will
automatically focus on the subject. However, if there are conflicting objects
in the shot, the phone will not detect the proper subject. In this case, you
can easily direct the camera to focus on the subject by tapping on the
subject within the phone screen. This will sharpen the view on the subject
and will make for a better-quality photo.
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Use Negative Space

When taking photos, it is highly recommended to utilize what is known as
negative space. Negative space is the area around the subject of the shot,
that allows the subject to stand out more. Empty space can be anything
from open sky, water, mountains in the background, an empty field, or
simply a large wall with a painted mural. Refer to the rule of thirds, and if
you’re looking to provide context of where the photo was taken, utilize the
additional space in the shot to clearly demonstrate a great looking
backdrop.

Taking Multiple Pictures from Multiple Angles

When taking your profile photos, make sure that you take a handful of the
same shots, and try taking that same shot from multiple angles. Based on a
study conducted by Frontiers in Psychology, it was concluded that the best
angle to optimize attractiveness in a photo is to ensure your face is tilted to
the right by 15 degrees, showing the left side of your face. Faces tilted 30
degrees to the left, showing the right side of the face, were deemed more
sympathetic and intelligent. They also discovered that a camera tilt of 30
degrees in both directions resulted in higher attractive ratings, and for
photos where the camera was tilted by 30 degrees and the left side of the
face was shown were ranked considerably more attractive than taking
straight on angled photos. Prepare to take a lot of photos using a variety of
angles as you’re going to test these different photos regardless, but make
sure to capture photos showing both the right and left side of your face, and
take a few photos mixing up the angle in which the camera is titled.
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Avoid Zooming In
When taking your photos, it is always better to move the camera closer to
the subject rather than zooming in. Using the zoom function of the camera
can make your picture seem blurry and cause pixilation, resulting in a lower
quality photo. You can also crop your photos later to avoid compromising
quality in your photos.

Candid Shots vs Posed Shots
There is always a heavy debate on whether candid or posed shots are
more attractive for dating profiles. Jonah Berger, a Wharton Marketing
professor, conducted a study to determine which was most effective in
online dating: posed or candid photos? The results of his study were that
candid photos where someone isn’t looking directly at the camera or looks
like they’re not posing led to better impressions. When taking photos for
your dating profiles, ensure you capture a variety of candid photos where
you’re interacting with your environment. While a great portrait shot taken
outside can also be effective, you want to ensure you have a variety of both
candid and posed photos to choose from.

Use Natural Warm Lighting
Take your photos outdoors and avoid artificial lighting. The exception to this
rule is if you have access to proper photography lighting equipment. It is
beneficial to show that you go outdoors, so we recommend taking photos in
attractive locations (preferably a location of an interest of yours) during what
is known as “The Golden Hour”. The golden hour is the hour during sunrise
and during sunset. This helps avoids shadows and the overall angles while
the warm lighting provides flattering colors. When taking your photos, turn
the flash off and use natural soft lighting.
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Reviewing and Editing Your Photos
When reviewing and selecting your
photos, you will want to ensure that your
photos are not blurry, have distorted
quality, or have extreme filters applied to
them where visibility to your face is
reduced. You should always be the
center of attention in your photos, and
while a blurry background can be
acceptable, your face should always be
noticeably clear. If you followed the
above guidance, you shouldn’t have to
edit your photos much, but if you still
intend on touching up your photos and
you don’t have much experience doing
so, we recommend that you ask a friend
or hire somebody proficient in an editing
tool to edit your photos for you. You can
find plenty of affordable editors on
Fiver.com – just choose a provider that
has a long track record of great reviews.
Pro Tip: Apply a Black and White
Filter to One of Your Photos
While using filters on photos is
controversial in terms of how effective
they are on online dating platforms, Hinge
reported that black and white photos are
106% more likely to receive a like, a
dramatic improvement by simply adding a
filter to your photos. Just make sure the
photo is of high quality, avoids nasty
shadows, and your face is shown clearly.
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The Basics: Understanding Photo Dimensions on
Each Dating Platform
Each dating platform utilizes different photo dimensions that you should
take into consideration when reviewing and editing your photos. We have
supplied the most popular dating app photo dimensions below, and for any
platform not listed below, simply search online for the required photo
dimensions, as most are typically easy to find.
Dating Platform

Aspect Ratio

Minimum
Recommended Pixel
Size

Tinder*

1:1

800x 700

Bubble

0.6:1 – 0.7:1

800x 800

Hinge

1:1

800x 800

Coffee Meets Bagel

1:1

800x 800

The League

1:1

800x 800

Plenty of Fish

1:1

800x 800

eHarmony

1:1

800x 800

* The Tinder photo dimensions when uploading pictures are 640 x 640. When uploading
photos to Tinder, the app will automatically allow you to crop your photo to fit these
dimensions. It’s important to note that Tinder will zoom into your photo and display your
photos at a 600x 848 dimension (aspect ratio of 1:1.325) when placed in the swipe deck.
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Consider Hiring A Photographer
If you’re having trouble taking great shots, or your friends haven’t produced
high quality shots, then it’s recommended that you hire a photographer to
help you build a base of great looking shots. If you do hire a photographer,
ensure that you book the session outside to take a variety of candid shots.
Ensure the location has multiple natural backdrops that you can utilize. You
will want to bring a variety of outfits to the shoot as well; every shot you
choose on your profile should show a different outfit and a different
backdrop. If you can sneak in sports shots, pictures taken with your pet, or
props like a wine glass or a staged picnic, then we recommend this. Plan
the session out with your photographer prior to the session and ensure the
photographer is aware that you are taking shots for your dating profiles.
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Dating
Profile
Photos:
They Should
Tell a Story
A Variety of Photos is Important
Your dating profile should contain a variety of photos that captures positive
experiences and showcases your most attractive qualities. You should think
of your dating photos as a glimpse of yourself in your best moments. You
should capture a variety of components in your life and put them on display
while sticking to the best practices mentioned within this guide. We’ve
provided a variety of photo ideas that you can utilize when taking and
selecting photos for your dating profiles.

Select Experience Based Photos

Your photos should show you in a positive light and experiencing a fun time
in your favorite environments. Whether it’s hobbies such as physical
activities or hanging out with your friends, you should use candid photos
that clearly show your face during your favorite activities. You are a fun
person, so now’s the time to demonstrate where you spend your time!
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Portrait Shots
Every dating profile should contain
at least one great portrait shot, and
we recommend taking this shot
outside. When taking a portrait shot
you should be the only person
within the photo and your portrait
shot should be taken from the chest
up, with 10% of space between your
head and the top of your photo.
According to a review conducted by
Hinge about what works well for dating
profile photos, you're 102% more likely
to receive a like when you display a
photo looking ahead. You're 11% more
likely to receive a like when standing
alone, and 43% more likely to receive a
like when you smile without teeth.
Combine these tips with the camera tilt
and slight head tilt mentioned earlier,
and you will be on track for a “best in
class” photo.
Be sure to always ensure that your
face is clearly visible in the photo. Most
dating sites require that there is no
obstructive view of your face and your
match percentage will increase with
clear, well taken photos. Remember:
NEVER take photos with your back
to the camera!
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Sports/ Action Shots
According to Hinge, you are 45%
more likely to receive a like when
participating in sports in your photos.
Taking pictures while you’re playing a
sport or participating in your favorite
active hobby makes for a very
attractive photo and a huge attention
grabber on your profile.
Taking a sports shot is a great way to
show off your competitive side, while
also candidly showing off your body. This
photo should be a candid shot and
should clearly show your face. Do not
take gym selfies! According to Hinge,
selfies are 40% less likely to receive a
like – women do not want to see a feed
full of gym selfies, so stick out from the
competition by showcasing your favorite
sports or activities that you're interested
in, while also displaying your workout in
a candid fashion.
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Photos with Animals

Whether you have a dog, or you
steal a couple of pictures with your
friend's dog, having a photo with a
furry friend can dramatically
increase the amount of likes you
receive on online dating platforms.
Having a photo with a dog displays that
you are caring and responsible, which
are both attractive traits to women.
While having a picture of a dog by itself
can provide an increase in likes, it is
highly recommended that you take a
high-quality candid photo of yourself
interacting with your dog. Make sure
your face is clearly shown in the photo,
and that the picture doesn't look very
staged. Have a friend or a professional
photographer take shots while you're
enjoying time with your furry friend.
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Travel/ Adventure Photos

Your photos should showcase
your most attractive qualities.
Using photos of yourself while
traveling shows women that you
seek adventure and enjoy
exploring new places.
Your photos are a snapshot into
what it might be like to date you, so
we highly recommend using photos
that clearly show your face, while
also displaying your travel
destinations in the background. If
possible, avoid cliché photos of
commonly visited locations and
instead, post photos of yourself on
trips to unique destinations.

Formal Attire Shots

Take advantage of your professional work attire, and upload a photo of
yourself wearing a formal outfit. While a suit is highly recommended, you
could easily get away with sporting a formal jacket. Remember, you are not
applying for a job, so contrast the serious tone of formal attire by
showcasing your playful side. Whether it's you cracking a wink, laughing,
smiling, or taking part in a fun activity outside while in your formal attire, be
sure to show that you're having fun while taking the photo. If the shot
contains you with a group of people, make sure that you are the center of
attention.
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Group Photos

If taken correctly, group photos can provide a lot of value to your dating
profile. When taking group photos, you want to ensure that you are the
center of attention within the photo, and that the person viewing your photo
can easily pick you out from the group.
This photo needs to be unique and should capture you having a fun time with a
group of people in a unique location. Some examples could be hiking a
mountain with your friends where there is a beautiful background, capturing a
photo while boating with a group of friends, or taking a candid photo around a
campfire. It is also helpful to snap a photo with other women within the group,
and to show that other women enjoy spending time with you. Social proof is a
powerful tool and should be utilized in your group photos
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Fundamental
Rules:
What To
Avoid In Your
photos
How to Avoid Taking Non-Attractive
Photos

Avoid Selfies
The golden rule on dating profiles is to avoid posting selfies. Hinge reports
that selfies are 40% less likely to receive a like; on top of that, you are 90%
less likely to receive a like on bathroom selfies . Have somebody take your
photos for you or invest in a tripod with a remote to take photos alone if
needed.
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Don’t Wear Sunglasses
Avoid wearing sunglasses in your profile photos. Photos where a man is
wearing sunglasses are 40% less likely to receive a like according to Hinge.
A lot of men make this mistake when taking pictures outside. Avoid this
common landmine and make sure your face is clearly visible with no
obstructions to stick out from your competition.

Don’t Pose with a Significant Other
Never post a photo with an ex. According to Hinge, when posing with a
significant other, you are 98% less likely to receive a like. If you are going to
post a photo with a woman, ensure that there is at least one other person in
that photo as well.

Avoid Applying Filters to Photos
When reviewing your photos, avoid applying filters to your pictures. When
taking your photos, you should be taking advantage of natural lighting, and
should only have to slightly touch up your photos. Avoid filters that will
dramatically alter the photo, except for one black and white photo in your
line up (explained above). Do NOT use Snapchat filters on your photos
since Hinge reports that photos that utilize Snapchat filters are 90% less
likely to receive a like.
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Only Use Quality Photos
Ensure that your
photos are not
blurry, have
distorted quality, or
have extreme filters
applied to where
visibility to your
face is reduced.
You should always
be the center of
attention in your
photos, and while a
blurry background
can be acceptable,
your face should
always be very
clear.
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Testing Your Photos: How To
Gather Feedback To
Determine Your Best Photos

Data Driven Approach to Photo Selection

When it comes to your dating profile photos, we highly recommend taking
an iterative data-driven testing approach to selecting your photo line-up.
While using the best practices explained in this guide will provide you with a
great base of attractive photos, your dating profile can consistently improve
by using a variety of photo testing tools and gathering feedback directly
from women. This section is directed towards how to think about selecting
your initial photo lineup, while emphasizing the tools and practices that can
be used to consistently measure how well your photos are performing on
your favorite dating platforms.
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Why You and Your Friends Might Not Select Your
Best Photos

Let’s say you’re finally at the point to where you’ve taken great new photos
using the best practices listed above in this guide, and you have curated an
amazing list of photos that you will review and determine which photos
make the cut to fit in your dating profile gallery. This is a critically important
moment, because you want to ensure that you select your best initial
photos to find early and fast success. You want to understand that your
favorite photos, or the photos you ask your trusted friends think are the
most attractive photos, might not actually be the best photos to apply to
your profile.
In a recent scientific study published in Cognitive Research: Principles and
Implications, researchers found that we don’t see photos of us in the same way
that strangers do. In short, the photos we think show our most attractive selves
are rarely ever chosen by strangers. In this study, the self-selected photos
often score lower on multiple attributes linked to overall attraction. There is a
selection bias that we all carry when reviewing pictures of ourselves or friends.
Although this doesn’t mean that you wouldn’t select great photos, it does mean
that you should be aware that your photos should be subject to testing to
ensure you are putting your profile in the best possible position for success.
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Using Photofeeler to Test Your Photo Selection

Photofeeler.com is a website where you can upload dating profile photos
anonymously and receive feedback from other users. Voters on Photofeeler
will rate photos on a scale based on specific online dating criteria such as if
the photo portrays intelligence, trustworthiness, and attractiveness. After
voting is compete, Photofeeler provides back a score between 1-10 for
each attribute to help you determine which photos received the most
positive feedback. When uploading photos, you have the ability to select the
demographic and group of voters you would like to review your profile. You
can simply match your voting group to the same age and gender as the
women you are looking to date on your dating platforms for most relevant
results.
This is a great tool to preemptively test your photos prior to uploading your
photo lineup to your dating profile. Allowing strangers to rate your photos
allows you to avoid photo selection bias, while receiving very quick initial
feedback to help determine which photos will perform best in a lineup.
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Using Tinder’s Smart Photos Feature

Tinder’s Smart Photos feature allows you to intelligently test your profile
photos against each other to determine which photos should be displayed
first. Smart Photos is a setting that can be toggled on, and is found when
editing your profile directly underneath your uploaded photos section. The
Smart Photos algorithm will consider overall popularity of your photos, and
considers the swiping patterns of people reviewing your profile. The app
will rotate your photos and will constantly test your best performing photo
against your other photos. The photos that receive the highest rate of right
swipes will be moved to the primary photo position, and the sequence of
your other photos will be ordered by best performance.
While Tinder claims that users using Smart Photos see up to a 12 percent
increase in matches, you want to take into account that your best photo might
not be the photo that women are swiping right on. Typically, when a woman
reviews your profile, your best photo will grab their attention, but she will
continue to review your other photos to determine if they want to send a like.
What results is a woman swiping right on a photo later in your photo lineup
rather than moving back to your primary photo in order to swipe right. While
using the Smart Photos feature is a great way to help determine which photos
perform well, we recommend that you keep an eye on your total number of
matches and likes received on Tinder in correlation to new photos uploaded.
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Using Hinge To Test Photos and Receiving Feedback
The Hinge App allows for 6 photos to be uploaded to your profile. Perhaps
one of the greatest aspects of Hinge is the ability to send a ‘like’ on
individual photos when reviewing a profile. While most users of Hinge will
simply receive a like and treat that like as a notification that somebody
wants to match with them, what you should do is keep track of which photos
are receiving likes. When you receive like notifications from your photos,
interested women are giving you direct feedback on which of your photos
are most attractive! Simply by keeping track of which photos are receiving
the most likes, and consistently uploading new photos to be tested in this
process, gives you great data to determine which photos should be used or
deleted from Hinge and can be carried over to your other favorite online
dating platforms.

Asking Matches For Direct Feedback On Your Photos
One of the best ways to receive feedback on your photos is to simply ask
your matches which photo they liked the most. Very rarely will men ask this
question as they are pre-occupied trying to progress their conversations to
the point where a date can be planned. There is no better way to gather
direct feedback from women you’re interested in than directly asking what
they think. This is typically a fun exercise for a woman and the question is
usually well received which means you will be given honest feedback while
not killing your chances to continuing the conversation. After sending your
initial ice breaker to a woman and receiving her response, don’t be afraid to
ask her which of your photos she liked the most.
After receiving feedback from a handful of matches, you’ll have a great idea of
which photos are your best improving your chances of success overall.
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Hire A Team To Select Your
Photos and Create Your
Dating Profiles

One of the best ways to ensure your most attractive photos are selected and
your profile is designed for instant success is to simply hire a team of online
dating experts that have a deep understanding of every best practice explained
in this guide and can quickly tailor your profile to showcase your most
attractive traits. ParagonDating not only uses a proven system for selecting
your best phots, while also constantly testing these selected photos for you,
but we also deploy professional writers to write amazing profile bios and
prompts to ensure all of your profiles are irresistible to high quality women. Our
experts are ready to help you quickly start matching with more high-quality
women, as early as this weekend! Click Get Started below to sign up and
determine if ParagonDating is right for you.

Get Started
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